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Abstract. Given graphs G and H, we say G → H if every r-colouring of the edges of G contains a
r
monochromatic copy of H. Let H[t] denote the t-blowup of H. The blowup Ramsey number B(G → H; t) is
r
the minimum n such that G[n] → H[t]. Fox, Luo and Wigderson refined an upper bound of Souza, showing
r
that, given G, H and r such that G → H, there exist constants a = a(G, H, r) and b = b(H, r) such that for
r

all t ∈ N, B(G → H; t) ≤ abt . They conjectured that there exist some graphs H for which the constant a
depending on G is necessary. We prove this conjecture by showing that the statement is true in the case
of H being 3-chromatically connected, which in particular includes triangles. On the other hand, perhaps
r
surprisingly, we show that for forests F , the function B(G → F ; t) is independent of G.
Second, we show that for any r, t ∈ N, any sufficiently large r-edge coloured complete graph on n vertices
with Ω(n2−1/t ) edges in each colour contains a member from a certain finite family Ftr of r-edge coloured
complete graphs. This answers a conjecture of Bowen, Hansberg, Montejano and Müyesser.

1. Blowup Ramsey numbers
r

We write G → H if every r-colouring of the edges of G contains a monochromatic copy of H. Given a
graph H and t ∈ N, the t-blowup of H, denoted H[t], is the graph obtained from H by replacing each vertex
of H by an independent set of size t, and replacing every edge of H by a complete bipartite graph Kt,t
between the corresponding parts. We call a copy of H[t] in G[n] canonical if it is the t-blowup of a copy of H
r
in G. Suppose G, H are graphs and r ∈ N such that G → H. Then for t ∈ N, the blowup Ramsey number
r
B(G → H; t) is the minimum n such that every r-colouring of the edges of G[n] contains a monochromatic
canonical copy of H[t].
Blowup Ramsey numbers were introduced by Souza in [13], as a natural generalisation of bipartite Ramsey
numbers. At the same time, he proved the following upper bound on them.
r

Theorem 1.1 (Souza [13]). Let G, H be graphs and r ≥ 2 an integer such that G → H. Then there is a
constant c = c(G, H, r) such that for every t ∈ N,
r

B(G → H; t) ≤ ct .
Souza also proved that the exponential-type bound is necessary, finding a lower bound with an exponential
constant which does not depend on G. This result led him to conjecture that in general the dependence on
G is not necessary, that is, for any H, the dependence on G in the upper bound can be removed from the
function c.
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Shortly after, Fox, Luo and Wigderson proved that the exponential constant does not depend on G,
however, the upper bound still has some dependence on G. In particular, they proved the following.
r

Theorem 1.2 (Fox–Luo–Wigderson [7]). Let G, H be graphs and r ≥ 2 an integer such that G → H. There
exist constants a = a(G, H, r) and b = b(H, r) such that for every t ∈ N,
r

B(G → H; t) ≤ abt .
However, Fox, Luo and Wigderson conjectured that the dependence on G is necessary for some graphs H,
contrary to the conjecture of Souza.
Conjecture 1.3 (Fox–Luo–Wigderson [7]). There exists a graph H and integers r, t ≥ 2 for which the
r
r
following holds. There exist graphs G1 , G2 , . . . such that Gi → H for all i and supi B(Gi → H; t) = ∞.
In particular Fox, Luo and Wigderson conjectured that this holds with H a triangle and r = t = 2. Our
first main result is to confirm this conjecture.
2

2

Theorem 1.4. For every integer s ≥ 2, there exists a graph G such that G → K3 but G[s] 6→ K3 [2].
In fact we can prove the result for a much larger class of graphs. A graph is 3-chromatically connected if
|V (G)| ≥ 3 and for all V ⊆ V (G) such that G[V ] is bipartite, the graph G − V is connected. (In particular,
note that a triangle is 3-chromatically connected.) Our theorem extends to all graphs which are 3-chromatically
connected. We also note that it makes no difference in the proof to replace 2 by any r ≥ 2.
Theorem 1.5. Let H be a 3-chromatically connected graph and let r ≥ 2. For every integer s ≥ 2, there
r

r

exists a graph G such that G → H but G[s] 6→ H[2].
We prove this result in Section 1.1. Our theorem relies on a sparse Ramsey theorem of Nešetřil and Rödl
(see Theorem 1.7), which in particular, requires the graph in question to be 3-chromatically connected. We
are therefore as of yet unable to extend our result to graphs which are not 3-chromatically connected. It
would be very interesting to determine precisely which graphs H require some dependence on G in their
blowup Ramsey numbers, and which do not.
r

r

We call G r-Ramsey-minimal for H, if G → H, and for any proper subgraph G0 of G, we have G0 6→ H. A
graph H is r-Ramsey-finite if its class of r-Ramsey-minimal graphs is finite. Souza proved that r-Ramsey-finite
graphs do not require the dependence on G.
While any graph containing a cycle is not r-Ramsey-finite (as observed by Souza), there are some graphs,
for example a star with an odd number of edges, which are 2-Ramsey-finite [3]. However, Fox, Luo and
Wigderson showed that P3 , the path with two edges, is not r-Ramsey-finite, yet it also does not have any
dependence on G. We are also able to show that the same phenomenon holds for any tree T .
r

Theorem 1.6. Let G be a graph, T a tree and r ≥ 2 an integer such that G → T . Then for every t ∈ N,
there exists a function f = f (T, r, t) such that
r

B(G → T ; t) ≤ f.
We prove this result in Section 1.2.
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1.1. Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Given two graphs H and G, we define H(G), the hypergraph of
copies of H in G, to be a |E(H)|-uniform hypergraph with vertex set E(G), and edge set consisting of each
set of edges of G which correspond to a copy of H in G.
We define the girth of a hypergraph H, to be the number of edges in a shortest cycle of H and denote it
by g(H). In particular, note that if two edges share at least two vertices, then these two edges form a cycle of
length 2. Note therefore that a hypergraph with girth at least three is what is often referred to in literature
as a linear hypergraph, and all its cycles are loose cycles.
The graph G which we use in the proof will be obtained using the following sparse Ramsey theorem of
Nešetřil and Rödl.
Theorem 1.7 (Nešetřil–Rödl, Theorem 4.2 [12]). Let r, s ∈ N and let H be a 3-chromatically connected
graph. Then there exists a graph G with the following properties:
r

(1) G → H;
(2) g(H(G)) > s.
The only property of a 3-chromatically connected graph we require in our proof is the existence of the
above G, together with having minimum degree at least 2 (which is required only at stage 1, step (i)(1) of
the proof).
So for the rest of the proof, to make it clearer and easier to read, we will take r = 2 and H = K3 , noting
that it easily extends to general r ≥ 2 and H which are 3-chromatically connected.
Fix s ≥ 2 and choose G according to Theorem 1.7 so that g(H(G)) > 2s + 2. Note that we can choose G so
2

that it is (2-)Ramsey-minimal, which we recall means that for any edge e, we have G − e 6→ K3 . In order to
complete the proof, it suffices to find a red/blue colouring of G[s] which does not contain any monochromatic
canonical copies of K3 [2].
We first give an outline of the proof. The idea is to step by step recolour edges of G[s] so that in each step
all monochromatic copies of K3 [2] created by the previous step are destroyed, while in each edge blowup, less
edges are recoloured compared to the previous step. In stage 1, we will look at colourings of G. Since G is
Ramsey-minimal, we can select an edge e ∈ E(G), for which there exists a red/blue-colouring of E(G − e)
such that there are no monochromatic triangles. Now, we extend the red/blue-colouring of E(G − e) to a
2
red/blue-colouring of E(G) by colouring e red. Since G → K3 , there must exist some red triangles; note
that all of these red triangles contain e, and further there are no blue triangles. Further note that these red
triangles intersect at e and are otherwise edge-disjoint from each other, since H(G) contains no cycle of length
2. Therefore we can select precisely one edge per red triangle to recolour blue. We obtain a colouring which
no longer contains red triangles, although it does contain new blue triangles, each of which must contain one
of the recoloured edges. Note that again since H(G) does not contain short cycles, the set of blue triangles
each share at most one edge with any other triangle (precisely the edge which was just recoloured from red
to blue) and are otherwise entirely edge-disjoint from all other monochromatic triangles created previously.
We do this recolouring step s times. In stage 2, we will transfer these edge colourings of G to G[s] so that
in each step, whenever we recolour edges of G, we recolour proportionally less of the edges in the blowup
of these edges of G compared to the previous step, while still destroying all monochromatic copies of K3 [2]
created during the previous step. Eventually we get to a step where we do not have to recolour anything at
all in order to destroy all monochromatic copies of K3 [2].
We now make this recolouring procedure precise.
3

Stage 1: the colourings in G.
Step 0: Fix an edge e ∈ E(G) and let c0 be a red/blue colouring of E(G) such that there are no
monochromatic triangles in E(G − e) and e is red. Further, fix a vertex v incident to e, and set E0 = {e}.
Let T0 be the set of triangles in G which are red in c0 .
Note that all triangles in T0 contain e, and further except for e, these triangles are edge-disjoint. This
follows from g(H(G)) > 2s + 2.
We now repeat the following step s times, for each i = 1, . . . , s.
Step i:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

For each T ∈ Ti−1 , change the colour of the edge of T which is not in Ei−1 and is incident to v.
Call the new colouring ci ;
Call the set of edges which were just recoloured Ei .
Let Ti be the set of monochromatic triangles in ci .

Note that each time we have the following. In ci , there are only monochromatic triangles of one colour;
whichever one did not occur in the previous colouring ci−1 . Every edge in Ei contains the fixed vertex v. All
triangles in Ti contain exactly one edge from Ei and all of these triangles contain the vertex v.
Crucially, all triangles in ∪ij=0 Tj are edge-disjoint from each other, except for the following cases:
• A triangle Ai ∈ Ti shares precisely one edge e with one triangle Ai−1 ∈ Ti−1 , where e ∈ Ei ;
• A triangle Ai ∈ Ti may share precisely one edge e with other triangles in Ti ; if so, then e ∈ Ei .
This edge-disjointedness follows from g(H(G)) > 2s + 2; suppose for a contradiction that there exists
triangles Ai ∈ Ti and Bj ∈ Tj , j ≤ i, which violate the above. If they share two edges then this immediately
contradicts g(H(G)) > 2s + 2 since they would form a cycle of length 2 in H(G). Otherwise, by design, for
each 0 ≤ k < i we can find triangles Ak ∈ Tk such that Ak ∩ Ak+1 = ek+1 ∈ Ek+1 , and for each 0 ≤ k < j
we can find triangles Bk ∈ Tk such that Bk ∩ Bk+1 = fk+1 ∈ Ek+1 . Let ` be the maximum index for which
A` = B` . If ` exists then the triangles A` , A`+1 , . . . , Ai , Bj , Bj−1 , . . . , B`+1 , A` form a cycle in H(G). If not,
then the triangles A0 , . . . , Ai , Bj , Bj−1 , . . . , B0 , A0 form a cycle in H(G). In both cases we have a cycle of
length at most 2s + 2, a contradiction to g(H(G)) > 2s + 2.
Stage 2: transferring the colourings to G[s].
Step 0: First we transfer the colouring c0 of E(G) to a colouring c00 of E(G[s]) in the obvious way; that
is, colour every edge in the Ks,s blowup of uw by c0 (uw) for all edges uw ∈ E(G).
For the fixed vertex v, label the vertices in its blowup by v1 , . . . , vs . We now repeat the following step s
times, for each i = 1, . . . , s.
Step i:
(1) For each uv ∈ Ei (recall v is fixed and ci−1 (uv) 6= ci (uv)), recolour edges from {vi+1 , . . . , vs } to all
vertices in the blowup of u. (Do not change the colour of edges involving {v1 , . . . , vi }.)
(2) Call the new colouring c0i .
See Figure 1 for an example of step 3.
We now aim to prove that c0s is a colouring of G[s] which contains no monochromatic canonical copies of
K3 [2]. This will follow quickly from the following claim.
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Figure 1. An example of step 3 of stage 2. The triangle uvw is the monochromatic T ∈ T2 ,
with uv ∈ E2 and vw ∈ E3 . Originally (on the left) all edges between vertices in the blowups
of v and w are red. In step 3, we recolour all edges between {v4 , . . . , vk } and vertices in the
blowup of w from red to blue (on the right). It is not too hard to see that there are no
monochromatic canonical copies of K3 [2] with parts in u, v, w. Note we can see evidence of
the previous recolourings too; in step 2, all edges between {v3 , . . . , vk } and vertices in the
blowup of u were coloured red; in step 1, all edges between {v2 , . . . , vk } and vertices in the
blowup of y were coloured blue.
Claim 1.8. In step i, for i ∈ [s], all monochromatic canonical copies of K3 [2] contained in {T [s] : T ∈ Ti−1 }
are destroyed.
Indeed, recall that in step i of stage 1, all monochromatic copies of K3 are collected in the set Ti . Therefore,
the only possible monochromatic copies of K3 [2] must contain edges which were recoloured in step s of stage
2. However, no such edges exist since in fact no edges were recoloured in step s of stage 2. It remains to
prove the claim.
Proof of Claim 1.8. Since all T ∈ Ti−1 contain v, we must use 2 vertices from {v1 , . . . , vs } in any monochromatic K3 [2]. Since all edges involving {vi+1 , . . . , vs } are recoloured, all monochromatic copies of K3 [2] using
these vertices are destroyed, and so we must use 2 vertices from {v1 , . . . , vi }. In step 1, we are done, since
there are not enough vertices.
Now consider any step i with i ≥ 2. By construction, all triangles Ti−1 are of the form uvw, with vw ∈ Ei
and uv ∈ Ei−1 . Since uv ∈ Ei−1 , in step i − 1, the colour of the edges {v1 , . . . , vi−1 } to vertices in the blowup
of u were not changed, and hence are a different colour to the edges from {v1 , . . . , vi } to vertices in the
blowup of w. Therefore vi is the only vertex with the same colour of edges to vertices in the blowups of u
and w, and hence we cannot find a monochromatic K3 [2] using the vertices u, v and w.

1.2. Proof of Theorem 1.6. We will prove a stronger result, Theorem 1.10, from which our main result
Theorem 1.6 will immediately follow. First we need to introduce some notation. Let G be a graph. We say c
is a partial 2-colouring of G if there exists a subgraph G0 ⊂ G such that c : E(G0 ) → {red, blue}.
Given a tree T , a graph G and a partial 2-colouring c of G, we say that H ⊂ G is a possible red (blue)
copy of T if H is isomorphic to T and all edges of H coloured by c are red (blue). (Note that not all edges of
5

H need to be coloured.) We say H is a possible monochromatic copy of T if H is either a possible red or
possible blue copy of T .
Let G be a graph, as usual we denote by G[m] the m-blowup of G and more generally, given a function
m : V (G) → N, we denote by G[{m(x)}x∈V (G) ] the blowup of G where each vertex x is blown up by m(x)
vertices. For every x ∈ V (G), we denote by x the blowup of x in G[{m(x)}x∈V (G) ]. We write (x, y) to denote
the complete bipartite graph between x and y in G[{m(x)}x∈V (G) ].
Let G be a graph, c a partial 2-colouring of G and let f : N → N be a non-decreasing function such that
limn→∞ f (n) = ∞. (We introduce this function entirely so that we get a cleaner argument which avoids
tracing all of the constants.) We say a colouring c0 : E(G[{m(x)}x∈V (G) ]) → {red, blue} is f -coherent with
c if for every edge e = (x, y) ∈ E(G) if c(e) is red (blue) then the complete bipartite graph (x, y) does not
contain a blue (red) Kf (m(x)),f (m(y)) in c0 .
We now prove a technical lemma.
Lemma 1.9. Let T be a tree and T 0 ⊂ T a subtree and xy ∈ E(T ) \ E(T 0 ) where x ∈ V (T 0 ). Let G be a
2
graph where G → T and let c be a partial colouring of G. Let z ∈ V (G) and let A = {T10 , . . . Tk0 } be a set of
distinct copies of T 0 such that z plays the role of x in all of these copies of T 0 , and for every i ∈ [k] there is a
possible monochromatic copy of T , say Ti , such that Ti0 ⊂ Ti . If k is sufficiently large then there exists i < j
such that Ti0 ∪ (Tj \ Tj0 ), Ti and Tj are each the same colour possible monochromatic copies of T .
0
Proof. First we may pass to a subset A0 = {T10 , . . . , Tk/2
} of A of at least half the size where without loss of
0
generality we may assume all copies of Ti lie in a possible red copy of T . If Tj \ Tj0 is vertex disjoint from
T10 for some 1 < j ≤ k/2, then we are done. Therefore, we may assume Tj \ Tj0 has non-empty intersection
k
with T10 for all 1 < j ≤ k/2. Let x1 be the vertex of T10 which appears most often (at least 2v(T
0 ) times) in
0
0
0
the intersection of T1 with Tj \ Tj , 1 < j ≤ k/2. We may pass to a subset of A , say A1 = {T20 , . . . , Tk0 1 }
such that every T` \ T`0 contains the vertex x1 . Now if Tj \ Tj0 is vertex disjoint from T20 for some 2 < j ≤ k1 ,
then we are done. Hence, again, we may pass to a subset of A1 , say A2 = {T30 , . . . , Tk0 2 } where every T` \ T`0
contains the vertex x2 , which was the vertex of T20 appearing most often in the intersection of T20 with Tj \ Tj0 ,
2 < j ≤ k1 . (Note that x2 6= x1 since x1 ∈ T2 \ T20 .) We keep doing this process, forming further subsets
A3 , A4 , . . . , and finding further vertices x3 , x4 , . . . which lie in each T` \ T`0 . If k is sufficiently large (in
0
particular k ≥ 2v(T 0 )v(T )−v(T ) suffices) then this process must stop, and we have the conclusion.


We are now ready to prove the following result which easily implies Theorem 1.6. It turns out to be more
convenient to allow each vertex to be blown up a different number of times.
Theorem 1.10. For every tree T , any subtree T 0 ⊂ T there exists a non-decreasing function f such
2
that limn→∞ f (n) = ∞ and the following holds. Let G → T and c be a partial 2-colouring of G. Then,
for any 2-colouring c0 of E(G[{m(x)}x∈V (G) ]) which is f -coherent with c there is a H 0 [{f (m(x))}x∈V (H 0 ) ]
monochromatic in red (or blue) and H, H 0 ⊂ G such that H 0 ⊂ H and H 0 is a copy of T 0 and H is a possible
red (or blue) copy of T in G.
Note that Theorem 1.6 easily follows by applying this theorem with T 0 = T , letting c be empty and by
choosing m in hindsight so that for all x ∈ V (G), m(x) = m and f (m) ≥ t.
Proof. First fix the larger tree T . We prove by induction on |E(T 0 )|. For the base case T 0 is a single edge.
Let f be a non-decreasing function f such that limn→∞ f (n) = ∞ and which grows sufficiently slowly so
6

that after an application of Ramsey’s Theorem to Km(x),m(y) there exists a monochromatic Kf (m(x)),f (m(y)) .
2

Let c, c0 be as in the statement. Since G → T there exists a possible monochromatic copy of T in G. If it
contains a red (blue) edge xy, then since c0 is f -coherent with c, then by Ramsey’s Theorem (x, y) contains a
red (blue) T 0 [{f (m(x)), f (m(y))}] as required. If not, then T does not have any colours and is a possible red
copy and a possible blue copy. Then applying Ramsey’s Theorem to any edge of T , one can find a red or
blue T 0 [{f (m(x)), f (m(y))}] (it does not matter which colour), as required.
Now suppose that the result holds for T 00 and we wish to prove the result for T 0 , where T 00 = T 0 \ y and y
is a leaf of T 0 . Suppose y is adjacent to x in T 0 . We need to show that the function f exists. By induction
with T, T 00 there is a function g satisfying the properties in the statement. Let f = g k i.e. the composition of
g k times, where k is the number outputted by Lemma 1.9 using T and T 00 .
By induction we may find H 00 [{g(m(x))}x∈V (H 00 ) ] monochromatic in c0 (note that c0 is g-coherent because
f < g) where H 00 ⊂ H and H is a possible red (blue) copy of T and H 00 is a copy of T 00 . Let {H1 , . . . , Ht }
be all possible red (blue) copies of T which contain H 00 and for each i ∈ [t], let yi ∈ Hi be the vertex which
corresponds to the vertex y. Let H 00 (x) be the subset of x of size g(m(x)) which lies in the monochromatic
H 00 [{g(m(x))}x∈V (H 00 ) ] in c0 . If we can find a red (blue) copy of Kg(g(m(x))),g(m(yi )) between H 00 (x) and a
subset of size g(m(yi )) in yi (for some i) we are done; this red (blue) complete bipartite subgraph of (H 00 (x), yi )
together with the monochromatic H 00 [{g(m(x))}x∈V (H 00 ) ] forms a monochromatic H 0 [f (m(x))x∈V (H 0 ) ] where
H 00 ⊂ H 0 ⊂ Hi = H, H is a possible red (blue) copy of T and H 0 is a copy of T 0 , as required.
So suppose this is not the case. In particular this means that no edge xyi was coloured red (blue) in c;
as otherwise by applying Ramsey’s Theorem to (H 00 (x), yi ) we would have been able to find a red (blue)
Kg(g(m(x))),g(m(yi )) in (H 00 (x), yi ). These edges also cannot be blue (red) in c since they are supposed to form
part of a red (blue) possible copy of T .
Hence, we may shrink x such that only the vertices in H 00 (x) remain and we denote the new blowup of G
by G∗1 . We also update c by colouring all edges xyi blue (red) and denote it by c1 . Clearly, the colouring c0
of G∗1 is still g-coherent with c1 , by construction. Also note that now H 00 cannot be a subgraph of a possible
monochromatic copy of H. Further, without replacing x by H 00 (x), it may not be true that c0 is g-coherent
with c1 , since there may be a large blue (red) bipartite graph between x and yi for some i. We only know
that no such bipartite graph exists between H 00 (x) and yi . Finally, we define a new function m1 : V (G) → N
by defining m1 (x) = g(m(x)) and m1 (y) = m(y) for all y ∈ V (G) \ {x}.
Now, we keep applying induction, each time shrinking the blowup of one vertex of G, and adding new
colours to c and updating the function m. (For simplicity we keep the same names G, c and m.) Note that
after shrinking a blowup of a vertex x for the i-th time, it goes from size g i−1 (m(x)) to g i (m(x)).
The essential fact is that each blowup of a vertex will not be shrunk more than k times because of
Lemma 1.9. To see this, observe the following: suppose that {H100 , H200 , . . . , Hk00 } are each copies of T 00 found
by induction each using the same vertex x. Let Hi be the possible monochromatic copy of T which Hi00 lies
in at the point when Hi00 was first found by induction. Note that later after c is updated Hi is no longer
a monochromatic copy. However, crucially, in the initial colouring c, Hi is a possible monochromatic copy
which Hi00 lies in, since by removing colours of edges, we do not destroy any possible monochromatic copies of
T . Therefore we may apply Lemma 1.9 with z = x, Ti0 = Hi00 , Ti = Hi and the original colouring c. Since k is
large enough, the lemma outputs i < j such that Hi00 ∪ (Hj \ Hj00 ), Hi and Hj are each possible red (blue)
copies of H. Let y be the vertex of Hj \ Hj00 which is connected to x. Since the process did not stop after
finding Hi00 , we must therefore have updated c by colouring xy blue (red). Now when we apply induction and
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find Hj00 , since Hj contains xy, Hj must be a possible blue (red) copy of T , a contradiction, since we know it
should be a possible red (blue) copy.
Since each blowup of a vertex is shrunk at most k times and each application of induction results in the
shrinking of one blowup of a vertex, this process must stop and therefore we must have found the desired
monochromatic blowup of T 0 .


2. Unavoidable colour patterns
Ramsey’s Theorem states that for any r, t ∈ N and n sufficiently large, any r-colouring of the edges of Kn
contains a monochromatic copy of a clique on t vertices. In other words, Ramsey’s Theorem states that a
monochromatic colouring is an unavoidable colour pattern of a clique. It is therefore natural to ask whether
there are other colour patterns of a clique which are unavoidable. Of course, the answer is negative since the
colouring of the large clique might itself be monochromatic. One may then restrict the attention to a proper
subset of the collection of all r-edge colourings of a clique and ask whether within that class there are other
colour patterns which are unavoidable.
First consider the case of r = 2. We say that a 2-edge coloured K2t is (2, t)-unavoidable if one of the
colours induces either a clique on t vertices or two vertex disjoint cliques on t vertices. Bollobás asked
whether for every ε > 0 and t ∈ N, there is n(ε, t) such that for every n ≥ n(ε, t), every 2-coloured clique

on n vertices, where each colour appears in at least ε n2 edges must necessarily contain a (2, t)-unavoidable
coloured K2t . This was confirmed by Cutler and Montágh [6]. Observe that the colour patterns which are
defined as (2, t)-unavoidable are the only ones which one could hope to find here, since the given colouring of
Kn might itself be of this form.
Later, Fox and Sudakov [8] proved n(ε, t) = ε−O(t) , which is tight up to the implied constant. Instead of
imposing both colours to appear in a positive proportion of the edges, we could ask the following.
Problem 2.1. Let t ∈ N and n0 (t) be a sufficiently large integer. Given n ≥ n0 , how many edges m(t, n) of
each colour must exist in a 2-edge colouring of Kn to guarantee the existence of a (2, t)-unavoidable pattern ?
Note that the Cutler and Montágh result implies that m(t, n) = o(n2 ), for fixed t as n → ∞. Quite
recently, Caro, Hansberg and Montejano [4] proved that for every t ∈ N, there exists a δ = δ(t) such that
m(t, n) = O(n2−δ ), following which the first author and Narayanan [10] showed that δ = 1/t, by proving that
for every t ∈ N, there exists a constant C(t) such that m(t, n) ≤ C(t)n2−1/t . It is not hard to see that this
bound is tight up to the constant C(t), conditional on a famous conjecture of Kővári-Sós-Turán [11], which
asserts that ex(n, Ka,b ) = Ω(n2−1/a ) for all b ≥ a ≥ 2.
Very recently, Caro, Hansberg and Montejano have obtained various generalisations, as well as cases
of unconditional sharpness, of this result, see [5] for the precise results. Here, we instead consider the
generalisation of the above problem to r colours. The concept of a (2, t)-unavoidable colour pattern was first
generalised to r colours in [2]. Let G be a vertex and edge coloured complete graph with r colours. Moreover,
suppose that all r colours are present and G is minimal with this property, i.e. no proper induced subgraph
of G spans all r colours. Then, we say G is an r-minimal graph. The t-blowup of a vertex and edge coloured
graph G on k vertices is obtained in the following natural way:
• Replace each coloured vertex of G by a clique of order t with every edge within it that colour;
• Replace each coloured edge of G by a complete bipartite graph Kt,t with every edge that colour.
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Finally, given t ≥ 2, we call an edge-coloured clique G0 (r, t)-unavoidable if G0 is a t-blowup of some r-minimal
graph. We denote by Ftr the set of all (r, t)-unavoidable graphs. Note that putting r = 2 recovers the
definition of (2, t)-unavoidable from earlier, and also that one can show G being r-minimal implies G has at
most 2r vertices, and so Ftr is a finite set (see the argument in [2]).
Bowen, Lamaison and Müyesser [2] proved the generalisation of the result of Cutler and Montágh to r
colours. Not long after, Bowen, Hansberg, Montejano and Müyesser [1] attempted to generalise the result
of the first author and Narayanan to r colours, showing that for any r, t ∈ N, any r-edge colouring of a
r
sufficiently large graph on n vertices with Ω(n2−1/tr ) edges in each colour contains a member of Ftr . They
conjectured that Ω(n2−1/t ) edges in each colour is sufficient. Our main result of this section is to confirm this
conjecture.
Theorem 2.2. For every r, t ∈ N, there exists C(r, t) > 0 such that any r-edge colouring of a sufficiently
large complete graph on n vertices with the property that any colour appears in at least C(r, t)n2−1/t edges
must contain an (r, t)-unavoidable graph.
2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.2. We require the following version of the dependent random choice lemma.
Lemma 2.3 ([9]). For all K, t ∈ N, there exists a constant C such that any graph with at least Cn2−1/t
edges contains a set S of K vertices in which each subset X ⊆ S with t vertices has a common neighbourhood
of size at least K. Moreover the neighbourhoods may be chosen so that they are pairwise disjoint from each
other and from S.
We will also repeatedly apply Ramsey’s Theorem; since we do not attempt to optimise the bound on the
constant C which we will obtain, the following statement suffices for our proof. We write it exactly as we will
apply it.
Lemma 2.4. For all r, s, t ∈ N with s ≤ t, there exists s0 , t0 with s0 ≤ t0 such that however one r-colours the
edges of two cliques Ks0 and Kt0 and the edges between them, one can find a monochromatic Ks ⊆ Ks0 and
monochromatic Kt ⊆ Kt0 with all edges between Ks and Kt monochromatic (where we may have different
colours for each of the different monochromatic parts ).
The idea of the proof is as follows. We initially apply the dependent random choice lemma to find large
sets Ai , i ∈ [r], such that every subset T of size t of each Ai forms a large monochromatic bipartite graph in
colour i with some set Ci (T ). The aim will be to find subsets Di ⊆ Ai , which together with Ci (Di ) form
a graph which will then easily be shown to contain an (r, t)-unavoidable colour pattern. First we apply
Lemma 2.4 to the pairs (Ai , Aj ) so that we have large monochromatic graphs between each pair. Now we get
to the crucial step in our proof which results in the improvement on the bound given by Bowen et al; we
apply Lemma 2.4 between Aj and all sets Ci (T ) with i < j. Only then do we fix a t-set Dj within Aj . We
fix the sets Dj , j = r, r − 1, . . . , 1 one at a time, each time applying Lemma 2.4 to Cj (Dj ) and Ai , i < j,
before going on to fix Dj−1 . Finally, we apply Lemma 2.4 to each pair (Ci (Di ), Cj (Dj )).
The large number of applications of Lemma 2.4 results in the Ai ’s needing to be extremely large, and also
increasing in size, i.e. |Ai | = mi , with 1/mr  · · ·  1/m1 . However, crucially, we can skip the step required
by Bowen et al. to obtain monochromatic subgraphs between the Dj ’s and Ci (T )’s, which is the step which
led to the unwanted rr factor.
Note that by a  b we mean that there exists a non-decreasing function f : R+ → R+ such that the
statement holds for all a, b satisfying a ≤ f (b).
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix beforehand positive constants 1/mr  . . .  1/m2  1/m1  1/r, 1/t and let
1/C  1/`  1/r, 1/t. Suppose that G is an r-edge coloured complete graph on n vertices such that every
colour appears in at least Cn2−1/t edges. We wish to show that G contains an (r, t)-unavoidable graph.
First, using Lemma 2.3, we may find r pairwise disjoint sets A1 , . . . , Ar such that
(i) For every i ∈ [r], |Ai | := mi ,
(ii) For every i ∈ [r] and every subset T ⊂ Ai of size t, there is a set Ci (T ) such that (T, Ci (T )) forms
Sr
a complete bipartite graph in colour i, |Ci (T )| = `, Ci (T ) is vertex disjoint from i=1 Ai , and the
Ci (T ) are all pairwise disjoint from each other.
Now we proceed to the main stage of the argument, where we iteratively apply Lemma 2.4 to find subsets
of the Ai ’s and subsets of the Ci (T )’s which satisfy certain properties. For ease of notation, we will keep
calling these sets Ai and Ci (T ). We also note that in every step the relations between the sizes of the new
sets are maintained; that is, we make the mi and ` sufficiently large so that the relations are maintained after
each application of Lemma 2.4.
(1) For each i, j ∈ [r] with i < j, apply Lemma 2.4 to the pair (Ai , Aj ).
(2) For each j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, for each i ∈ [j − 1], and for each subset T of size t of Ai , apply Lemma 2.4
to the pair (Aj , Ci (T )).
(3) For j from r to 1 (start at r and decrease by 1 in the iteration), fix Dj ⊆ Aj of size t, let Fj := Cj (Dj ),
and for each i ∈ [j − 1], apply Lemma 2.4 to the pair (Ai , Fj ).
(4) For each i, j ∈ [r] with i < j, apply Lemma 2.4 to the pair (Fi , Fj ).
As mentioned, after each application of Lemma 2.4 we rename everything while maintaining the relations
between the sizes of the sets; for example in (1), when we apply Lemma 2.4 to the pair (Ai , Aj ), what happens
is the following: Ramsey’s Theorem guarantees graphs A0i ⊂ Ai , A0j ⊂ Aj such that there is a monochromatic
complete bipartite graph between A0i and A0j , and also A0i and A0j are each monochromatic complete graphs.
We have |A0i | = m0i , |A0j | = m0j where we have
1/mr  · · ·  1/mj+1  1/m0j  1/mj−1  · · ·  1/mi+1  1/m0i  1/mi−1  · · ·  1/m1 .
Then we relabel so that Ai := A0i , Aj := A0j , mi := m0i and mj := m0j . We do similar relabellings for (2), (3)
and (4).
Following steps (1) and (2), in addition to properties (i) and (ii) above, we have the following:
(iii) For every i, j ∈ [r] with i < j, (Ai , Aj ) forms a complete monochromatic bipartite graph.
(iv) For every i, j ∈ [r] with i < j and every subset T of size t of Ai , (Aj , Ci (T )) forms a complete
monochromatic bipartite graph.
Now we examine the result of step (3). By construction, for each j ∈ [r], we have
(v) By (1), Dj is a subset of Aj of size t which is monochromatic.
(vi) By (ii), (Dj , Fj ) forms a complete monochromatic (in colour j) bipartite graph.
(vii) By (iv), (Dj , Ci (T )) forms a monochromatic complete bipartite graph for every i < j and every
T ⊂ Ai of size t. In particular, Dj will form a monochromatic complete bipartite graph with Fi , once
Di and hence Fi is chosen.
(viii) By (3), for each k > j, (Aj , Fk ) and therefore (Dj , Fk ) forms a monochromatic complete bipartite
graph.
Finally we examine the result of step (4). We have
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(ix) For all i ∈ [r], Fi is monochromatic.
(x) For every i, j ∈ [r] with i < j, (Fi , Fj ) forms a complete monochromatic bipartite graph.
The overall result is that the subgraph H of G induced by {Di , Fi : i ∈ [r]} forms a t-blowup of a vertex
and edge coloured clique J on 2r vertices where each of the r colours appears at least once. Therefore by
deleting vertices from J if necessary, we can obtain an r-minimal graph. Hence G contains as a subgraph a
member of Ftr , as required.

3. concluding remarks
We have shown that for any 3-chromatically connected graph H, and any s ∈ N, there are graphs G for
r
r
which G → H and yet G[s] →
6 H[2]. On the other hand, we showed that for forests there is no dependence
on the ground graph G.
The first natural problem is to classify all finite graphs for which their blowup Ramsey number does not
depend on the ground graph. We conjecture that forests are the only such graphs.
Conjecture 3.1. Let H be a graph containing a cycle. Then, there is a t such that for every s, there is a
r
r
graph G where G → H but G[s] →
6 H[t].
It would already be interesting to prove the conjecture for cycles Ck with k ≥ 4 (which are not 3chromatically connected).
Regarding Theorem 1.6 it is natural to ask whether the function f (T, 2, t) is exponential in t, as the result
of Fox, Luo and Wigderson suggests. A slightly more careful analysis of our argument shows that we may
O(t)
take f (T, 2, t) = 22
but we suspect single exponential might be the truth.
Problem 3.2. Is f (T, 2, t) = 2O(t) ?
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